BagButton Hits Global Space
Saving Market
February 8, 2013
South Bend, WA. (rushPRnews)
02/08/13 — Consumers
worldwide are saving more than
space with the revolutionary
BagButton space saver, they're
also saving money. In 2012-2013,
the Washington-based creator of
BagButton was featured in some
of Australia's and Europe’s top
Space Bags; 10 cents or less
magazines. On the Road, Which
Caravan and Camping Magazine recognized the genius behind the simple
space saving product that transforms ordinary plastic bags into a flat sealed
space bags for easy transport and storage.

Australia's and Europe’s as seen on TV shows Better Homes and Garden
and IKEA Extra, demonstrated the simplicity of the BagButton and how it can
turn an ordinary garbage bag into a vacuum storage space bag simply by
attaching a vacuum hose and remove the air from the bag. Extra went to
storage specialists at IKEA and were treated to first-hand demonstrations of
how the BagButton space saver can work with almost any plastic bag.

BagButton is reusable and you will only need one. Campers, homeowners,
travelers and anyone who wants to ensure safekeeping for their storage
items is thrilled with the BagButton. Family-owned BagButton founders say

they are looking forward to continued growth in 2013 with the addition of a
new hand pump.

"This is going to be a very exciting year for BagButton," says BagButton
president Larry Storey. "We're hopeful that by adding a new product this year
we will enhance the sales of the BagButton.”

BagButton is the global leader in economical vacuum storage solutions.
Manufactured in the United States, BagButton's economical technology
enables users to convert almost any plastic bag into a vacuum storage bag
for 10 cents or less.
BagButton entered the marketplace in February 2004 and has seen steady
growth through 2012. BagButton founders formed the company with the
objective of becoming a major economical participant in the space saving
industry, targeting the massive market that exists for space saving
technology. With the beginning of its worldwide acceptance, the "made in
America" product, BagButton is establishing solid relationships with
distributors World Wide. BagButton is available online at www.bagbutton.com and video demonstrations of the BagButton are available for
viewing. Representatives welcome requests for distribution.
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About the author:
BagButton is the Global leader in economical space saving vacuum storage
bag solutions. BagButton provides the highest quality and most economical
portable vacuum space saving solutions in the World.
The BagButton and all of its legal monopolies including trade secrets are
proprietary to BagButton LLC and are protected by but not limited to Due
process of the applicable state, federal, and intellectual property / trade
secret laws. BagButton LLC retains all rights, title, and interests in the

BagButton, together with all derivative works, manufacturing process,
engineering, modifications, enhancements, and upgrades.
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